
 PSYCHODYNAMIC III: DISSOCIATION

FREUD'S (DARWIN'S/JUNG'S) “DISSOCIATION”
In 'Psychodynamics I' (Jan 2019), we noted the establishment's 'repression of

repression'... meaning that, although 'repression-(running)' had primarily evolved to
'push' against 'hunting-mating', it can also 'push' against itself and, with such short-
circuiting, the “awareness” (not “consciousness”!) of anxiety-fear diminishes. And,
as noted in 'Psychodynamics II' (Feb 2019), diminution of anxiety-fear brings about
the undercompensation, “denial”. For example, the establishment does not care that
reason is applied in a self-serving, dubious way when it “denies” that it is motivated
far less by reason than it is by emotion i.e. just as repression is ever-ready to repress
itself, thinking men are ever-ready to “rationalize” that they are rational. 

In effect, there are two species of denial, (i) dishonest: the individual is aware
of anxiety & fear but declares that s/he is not experiencing them, and (ii) dissociated
(honest): the individual is not aware of anxiety & fear i.e. repression of repression is
so 'successful' that the 'short-circuit' blows the fuse to anxiety. Because dissociation
is connected to “narcissistic neuroses (psychoses)” such as schizophrenia, the reader
of Jung is likely to encounter this term more than the reader of Freud... for example,
in Jung's “On Psychic Energy”, we read, “during progression of the libido, the pairs
of opposites are united in the co-ordinated flow of psychic processes... their working
together makes possible their balanced regularity, which without this inner polarity
would become one-sided and unreasonable; we are, therefore, justified in regarding
all extravagant behaviour as a loss of balance, because the co-ordinating effect of the
opposite pole is lacking; in the stoppage of the libido, the opposites become enriched
with more and more associations and attach themselves to an ever widening range of
psychic material leading to tension, the tension leads to conflict, the conflict leads to
attempts at mutual repression and, if one opposing force is successfully repressed, a
dissociation ensues, a splitting of the personality, a disunion with oneself”...

Now, at this point, a dissociated individual could read this passage and claim
that, when thinking separates from its opposite, emotion, via a dissociation, thinking
is thereby liberated to be “truly” rational. Jung may have accepted such a claim if it
were made by pure mathematicians but, to applied mathematicians (and all others),
he would have warned that “integrating” archetypes would, sooner or later, angrily
press for attention. We will teturn to this issue later in this essay, but first...

With dissociation implying, at its most 'basic', a self-serving and extravagant
use of the thinking function, and with Homo sapiens being one of the few species that
'thinks', we might find it difficult to trace the Darwinian-evolutionary sources of this
psychodynamic. Nonetheless, courtesy of Ron Howard's “A Beautiful Mind” (2001),
many non-academics now know of the dissociated mathematical genius, John Nash,
and his “game theory”. Some will also know that, over the subsequent 30yrs, “game
theory” would be applied to Darwinism to help explain apparently 'anti-Darwinian',
self-sacrificial (“masochistic”) behaviours. In short, not all 'lower' organisms evolve
only through a matrix of instinct-emotion... 'lower' organisms could, at least in part,
evolve through a proto-thinking matrix. So, let the argument between archetypalists
and evolutionary game theorists begin about which of these two is the more 'basic'...



ASTROLOGERS' (ARCHETYPALISTS') “DISSOCIATION”
'Basically', Jung saw that the psyche operated through two sets of opposites,

thinking-feeling and intuiting-sensing. Because the latter set includes an integrating
function (intuition), it is somewhat protected against disintegrating psychodynamics
such as dissociation. The former set, however, is not so protected because, at its best,
the thinking function can only be what Michael Fordham called “de-integrating”. It
is but a short hop from de-integration to dissociation. Agreed, as noted above (scroll
up), integrative intuition can come to the rescue when thinking has fallen completely
out of favour with feeling but this would require thinking to admit the importance of
intuition. However, as thinkers self-servingly complain, intuition, having no “logic”,
is too 'loose' to be useful e.g. “any symbol can made to 'mean' anything!!”

When we consider this in tandem with the zodiac, we note that intuition may,
in any case, be too far away to be a reliable rescuer i.e. unlike the sensing and feeling
signs, the intuitive signs have no 'contact' with the thinking signs (except at the very
centre of the zodiac), like so...         

  … as a result, thinking is likely to consider sensing and (at least, experience)
feeling prior to any consideration of intuition and, if thinking is dismissive of sensing
or feeling, it may never 'reach' the latter consideration. This barrier, of course, isn't
an issue for airy planets transiting the intuitive signs (& vice versa). All is not lost.  

Still, in respect of the zodiac's anti-clockwise cycle, Aquarian/11th archetypal
thinking occurs prior to Aries' intuition (of self) and Leo's intuition (of ego) and, as a
result, the individual journey – as Jung said it, “(10)-sensing tells me that something
exists, (11)-thinking tells me what it is, (12)-feeling tells me its value and (1)-intuition
tells me whereto it is going” – becomes a Prometheus-chained-to-Zeus'-rock before it
even '1 begins'. Agreed, Sagittarius' intuitions can provide Aquarius with a degree of
(“individuating”) 'push' from the anti-clockwise rear but, typically, '9's ambivalence
leads it to try to transcend the opposites (e.g. '11 collective thinking' & '12 collective
feeling') than to cook up-(down) integrative, lower-hemispheric “3rds”. And, so, to...
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FREUDASTROLOGY'S “DISSOCIATION”
On Xmas eve of 2021, Saturn will not only be transiting through Aquarius, it

will also form a 90º-squared aspect to Aquarius' ruler, Uranus (in Taurus). Over the
weeks leading up to this date, the Freudastrologer would expect the '10 superego' to
be preocuppied with the psychological 'organ' that the '10 superego' measures itself
against, the '11 ego ideal-(supraego)'. Through mutual interaction, the opposition of
the 'superego-supraego complex' to the 'id' will intensify and, in turn, a dissociation
could enuse. We use the word 'could' in the prior sentence because the '5-6-7-(8) ego'
may be strong enough to keep the opposites in co-ordinated 'dialogue'. Alternatively,
the individual ego may be very strong but, in some cases, the horoscope may reveal a
number of ego-maintaining planets natally placed near to the degree that Saturn and
Uranus form their aspect e.g. a natal Sun-Venus at 11º of Leo would form a close “T-
square” with Saturn-square-Uranus, like so...       

  ... in other words, this “T-square” so 'tight' that even the individual who has
had a “happy childhood” may struggle to co-ordinate the 'dialogue' of opposites.

Further, if, with Freud, we review the history of discontented civilization, it is
clear that strong egos are the exception and not the rule. As we noted at the outset of
this series of essays, the Saturn-Pluto conjunction of 1914 was far too strong for even
the most 'developed' section of civilization. In August of 1914, many soldiers believed
that they would be “home by Xmas” but, of course, this many had not reckoned with
the '8-10 conjunction' of early October 1914 (i.e. Pluto is very threatening to Saturn
because the former fights for immaterial values and Saturn is materially orientated).
Through 1915-1918, this (recently paranoid) Saturn would go on to form a 150º and,
then, 180º aspect to Uranus in Aquarius. The final Saturn-Uranus opposition formed
on 2/10/1918, 5 weeks before the guns fell silent. The “war to end all wars” would be
declared by individuals who were merely “aware”. Meanwhile, insightful dreamers
like Jung and “conscious” individuals like Freud knew that the subsequent century
would be filled with dissociated, “vicious cycles” of deluded 'self-belief'.
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EXAMPLE IV
In 'Psychodynamics I', we noted that transiting Saturn & the house cusp that

features Capricorn symbolize the 'peri-ego'... if the M.C. symbolizes the captain, the
peri-ego symbolizes the marine sergeant who lands on the beach. Can, therefore, we
nominate transiting Uranus & the house cusp that features Aquarius as a symbol for
the 'peri-ego-ideal'? Answer: why not (?), it helps us to emphasize the importance of
the mid-life transits, Saturn-opposite-Saturn & Uranus-opposite-Uranus, in shaping
the 2nd half of life and, as in the case of James L. Brooks, it might helps us to look for
an example of a director who came to fame in his early 40's. Meanwhile...       

As noted in our opening section, Hollywood has profited well from 'psychotic'
dissociation – Oscars for “Best Film” have gone to “A Beautiful Mind”, “The Silence
of the Lambs” and “Rainman” – but, as just noted, the establishment and the world
have been operating along dissociated lines at least since the French Revolution. The
depth psychologist is, therefore, correct to conclude that the world is “projecting” its
dissociation onto characters such as the benign John Nash and the malign “Hannibal
the cannibal”. We can guess that a big part of the reason that “Hannibal” delights in
his own dissociated ruthlessness is that he wants intellectuals of the establishment to
be made “conscious” of their hypocritical “projections”... at “Silence of the Lambs”'
conclusion, Lecter heads off to eat his psychiatrist jailer, but confesses that he has no
such plans for the more intuiting-feeling-thinking-sensing, ego-rounded “Clarice”.

Perhaps, then, we could turn to another “Best Film” that doesn't feature any
florid dissociations but does, nonetheless, feature the 'endemic' dissociation that has
underpinned the 19th-20th centuries. Indeed, this film's director would go on to direct
more films that had their share of dissociated characters...       

… as you can see from the birth date above, Anthony won his award for “The
English Patient” (1996) just after he turned 43. Although Saturn had reached within
one sign (i.e. Aries) of its 2nd opposition by that time, the most powerful transits were
(i) Uranus arriving at 0º of its own sign (i.e. Aquarius) on 1/4/1995, having transited
through Anthony's natal five-planet stellium in Capricorn during the early 1990's &
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making its mid-life opposition (from Cancer) in the years that he was preparing the
movie, and (ii) Jupiter in Sagittarius making its 4th opposition to itself (from Gemini)
and, at beginning of 1996 (i.e. “award season”), rolling through Capricorn to make a
conjunction to his Sun on 25/3/1996.

Turning to the transits of “The English Patient”'s setting – WWII – we notice
that the disposers of WWI, Saturn, Uranus and Pluto, are at it again: Saturn, having
rolled through its opposition to Uranus in 1918 and, then, through its waning square
to Uranus in mid-December 1930 (e.g. authorities reacting to the Great Depression),
had, by mid-1942 (e.g. the globalization of WWII), rolled into to its next conjunction
to Uranus, now in the early degrees of Gemini; although a sextile of this conjunction
to Pluto in the early degrees of Leo might 'sound' minor, experienced astrologers are
aware that Pluto's intensifying effect can 'be' major irrespective of the aspect; in any
event, we need to note that Saturn and Uranus did make major aspects to Pluto over
the 1931-1933 period (e.g. the rise of National Socialism).

The reason that my thoughts turned to “The English Patient” with regards to
dissociation is that, as many psychotherapists agree, (i) dreams of flying often point
to compensations that lead to dissociation, (ii) dreams of planes crashing often point
to sudden decompensations of dissociation, and (iii) the key scene in Anthony's film
is the murder-suicide plane crash that is meant to end the lives of the 'Oedipal' son,
“Count Almasy” (Ralph Fiennes), the 'Jocasta' mother, “Katherine Clifton” (Kristin
Scott-Thomas), and the pilot-father, “Geoffrey Clifton” (Colin Firth)... even if all the
crash manages to achieve is the suicide. Perhaps the key slice of dialogue in this film
is Geoffrey's statement about his marriage to the Count, “we have known each other
since we were three years old, we were practically brother & sister”. In other words,
Oedipus complexes play out in the realm of 'events' because the inner developments
that needed to have occurred in childhood did not occur. Geoffrey would likely have
avoided his destructive deliberations if he had spent a few months in psychoanalysis,
just as the world could have avoided WWII if its school curriculae included a course
in gestationalism-infantilism.

Although there are no crashing planes in Anthony's next film, “The Talented
Mr. Ripley”, the problems that dissociation causes are still front and centre i.e. when
the talented “Tom” (Matt Damon) realizes that his love interest, “Dickie Greenleaf”
(Jude Law), is not reciprocal he becomes as murderous as Geoffrey Clifton. We used
the word “love” in the above sentence but it would have been more accurate to have
used the term(s) “identity±(identification)”... we didn't use it because we have yet to
discuss it in detail. (We will do so, of course). With Anthony's next to last film, “Cold
Mountain”, being set in the American Civil War, it would be a surprise to see a plane
crash but the title alone should be enough to expect plenty of '10 vs. 11' imagery.

We noted above that the world could have avoided WWII if it had integrated
Freudian insights. The same goes for WWIII (i.e. the Cold War). Many Jungians are
inflated enough to point out that WWIV may be avoided if the world could integrate
the Jungian insight that he named “individuation”. If this were to become a (remote)
possibility, political scientists would probably want a name for this integration. FA's
name is “individuational aristocracy”. One of the first steps that the collective would
need to take on the path to this Platonic 'reality' is to make better sense of....




